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RHYTHM AND VIEWS
A celebration of black
history gives voice to
reflections on culture
By Justint Frt<ltrlk$fln
OùSy Staff Writer

The audience members gathered to eat
good food and enjoy good music. They came to
laugh, they came to sing, but they also came
to talk seriously about a life too often over
looked.
They gathered at the Ninth Annual Black
History Month Banquet, which filled the
Veteran’s Memorial Hall in San Luis Obispo
Friday night.
“Coming Together Full Circle” was the
theme of the event, a
fitting title for an
evening that blended ^^(Africon) means more
plenty of straight
talk and lively music. than just how much mela
Engineered by Cal ran you have in your skin."
Poly’s African
American Student
Brooks Johnson
Union and the Multi
cultural Center, it
Track and field co-director
featured dinner
---------------------------served in a formal setting, and dancing full of
color and celebration.
Journalism senior Ardarius McDonald and
business senior Niko Jarret were the Masters
of Ceremonies, and began the show by thank
ing all who came.
“It’s beautiful to see all you folks here,”
McDonald said.
Erika Ford sang the “Black National An
them” after an opening prayer by James
Johnson-Hill, and then Cal Poly’s African
American Dance 'Troupe stole the stage.
'Two men provided the drum beat while
several women wearing brightly-colored
See FULL CIRCLE, page 5

Cal Poly's African-Amerkan Dance
Troupe provided rhythm for Friday
night's "Coming Together Full Orcle"
celebration. "The first sound and
movement wos African," philosophy
senior Morcel Jock said during the
performance. "To me it's all the
same — it's ail vibration."

Daily photo by Gordon Wong

E-mail, Internet classes steer Poly seniors Baseball strike negotiations
House
students onto info highway offer local may head for White
convinced th e sides
By Dttftk Anty
D o iy Staff Wtitef

Students seeking to
learn more about Internet
still have some options,
though most of the formal
classes at Cal Poly are over
for the quarter.
Classes were held at the
College of Business com
puter lab for a few weeks in
January. However, small
groups of students can still
sign up and form their own
sections of the class, said
Karen Adams, director of
computer resources and lab
for the College of Business.
Five different classes
are taught at the lab, each
focusing on a different
aspect of the Net. For ex
ample, cruising the Inter
net via Biznet teaches stu
dents how to use the busi
ness research gopher to ac
cess the Internet. Gopher is
a menu-driven interface
used to navigate the Net.
Another available class
is World Wide Web.
“It’s a general class that
shows you the Web itself
and all of the things we are
doing at the College of

Business on the Web,”
Adams said.
A class on using PINE is
offered for students who
have an ADC account and
want to learn more about
e-mail. PINE is an e-mail
program that allows users
to manage and create e"One of the things I
like about the class is
that it gives people a
place where they can
ask questions/
Thomas Geiger

IEEE representative

mail.
Classes on using Dow
Jones News Retrieval Ser
vice, and one on creating
WWW documents also are
taught at the lab.
The classes are about an
hour long, and are free and
available to groups of at
least 10 students, faculty or

staff.
“What we ask people to
do is come in and sign up in
the computer lab,” Adams
said. “We ask them to give
us a $5 fee, which is refun
dable when they attend the
class.” People who sign up
for the class but do not at
tend forfeit the fee.
For students who al
ready have an ADC account,
another option is offered by
the Institute for Electrical
and Electronic Engineers
Computer Society at Cal
Poly.
Throughout the rest of
the quarter, the group will
be e-mailing documents to
anyone who wants to learn
more about the Net, said
Thomas Geiger of IEEE via
e-mail.
Topics will include Com
puting at Cal Poly, Gopher,
Usenet news, World Wide
Web, F ile T ra n s fe r
Protocol, and uploading
and downloading files.
Geiger said the group is
willing to mail the docu
ments to anyone who re
quests them. Requests to
join the mailing list can be
See CLASSES, page 5

tax services

By Natasha Colins
D o iy Stoff W tilet_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

In an effort to provide
community residents
with a cost-free taxreturn service while get
ting their senior projects
completed. Cal Poly ac
counting seniors will as
sist people in filing their
taxes this year.
'The seniors began of
fering their services last
Wednesday.
“We do federal and
state income tax returns
(1040 EZ, 1040A and
1040 forms) and Support
ing Schedules,” said ac
counting senior Katie
Fermelia. “We’ve given
up our Saturdays to learn
how to do people’s taxes.”
'The program is spon
sored by the Cal Poly Ac
counting Department and
VITA, a service that
provides free tax assis
tance for basic tax
returns.
“We do returns for
See TAXES, page 3

By Ronald Blum
AÚociated Press

W A SH IN G TO N —
Baseball players and
owners failed to settle the
strike by President Clin
ton’s deadline today, forc
ing mediator W.J. Usery to
make his own proposal to
the White House.
After four futile days at
the bargaining table, Usery
said Sunday he became

wouldn’t strike a deal.
Usery will present his plan
to the president sometime
today — Clinton’s deadline
for an agreement and the
100th anniversary of Babe
Ruth’s birth.
“At the pace we were
going, it would take a long
time to get where we were
going,” Usery said. “We
can’t continue to move in
See STRIKE, page 2
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Women’s hoops
brings home a win
against Sac State

I
Sac State Hornets
sting Poly's men's
basketball, 74-64

Kimberley Kanty
wonders why soaps
take over dorm life
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Leaking jet may prevent rendezvous with space station
By Mordo Dunn
AÚocioted Piess

MONDAY
3 1 school days remaining in winter quarter.

l>ow clouds, drizzle, NW wind 15 mph
Iz)w morning clouds, mostly sunny
67/42
67/NA

TODAY'S WEATHER:
TOM ORROW 'S WEATHER:
Today's hig h /lo w :
Tom orrow’ s h ig h /lo w :

New cancer support group
The American Cancer Society of San Luis Obispo is
sponsoring a new support group. The group meetings
provide an atmosphere open to sharing emotions and
discovering ways of coping with
cancer-related problems.
The group will be meeting the second and fourth
Wednesday of each month from 5:30 to 7 p.m. in the
conference room of the American Cancer Society's
office at 2050 Broad Street, San Luis Obispo.
For more information, call 543-1481.

TODAY

• U.U. 219, 6 p.m.
• Fhe meeting is open to all
journalism majors. The department is conducting a self-study of
its program. Science North 213, 7:30 p.m.
Flood Assistance Workshop • City Administration Bldg., 6500
Palma Ave., Rm. 306, Atascadero, 9 a.m.- 7 p.m.
COSAM M M tin g
Journalism Deportmont Moating

TUESDAY

• HO I LINE is a 24-hour
information, referral and crisis service in San Luis Obispo
County. Call 544-6016 for meeting location.
Lemu ot Lunch Lecture * "Beating the Budget Blues" is the topic at
an Employee Assistance Program luncheon — 756-0327
M orro Coast Audubon Sodety Field Trip • Nature walk to see birds
and elephant seals. Meet in the Cayucos Vets Hall parking lot,
8:30 a.m.

HOTLINE Volunteer Recruitment Meeting

Agendo Items: t/o Gndy Webb, Gttphit Arts 226, Col Poly 93407 — Pox: 756 6784

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. —
The message from the Russian
Space Agency to NASA was clear
Sunday; No way can your leak
ing shuttle come near our Mir.
With time running out, NASA
ordered Discovery’s astronauts to
temporarily shut down and
repressurize a leaking jet in a
long-shot effort to stop the
drainage and permit a close en
counter today with Russia’s or
biting Mir station.
Russian officials insist that,
unless the steering jet stops
spewing fuel. Discovery must
stay at least 400 feet from Mir —
365 feet farther than planned.
They fear the small chunks of
frozen propellant might damage
critical optical sensors on a

Soyuz capsule attached to the
station and needed by the three
Mir cosmonauts to return to
Earth next month.
Mission operations director
Randy Stone said National
Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration engineers believe
the leaking nitrogen tetroxide
would not attach to anything and
poses no danger.
But the Russians aren’t con
vinced, “and it’s their call, he
said.
“They don’t fully understand
all of the capabilities of our
vehicle. ... It’s mostly just the
very methodical and conserva
tive engineering approach that
they take to things when they
don’t have a full knowledge of

the system,” Stone said.
“And by the way, it’s probably
the same approach that I would
take if I were on the other side.”
The original plan called for
Discovery and its crew of six to
fly within 35 feet of the station
as a dress rehearsal for the first
shuttle-Mir docking in June.
NASA wanted to see how well
the shuttle handled next to a
100-ton station and test naviga
tion and communication systems.
“Obviously, the closer we can
get the better it will be,” said
Discovery pilot Eileen Collins.
“But even if we only go to 1,000
feet, if we only go to 400 feet, if
we only go to 100 feet on this
flight, we will still be getting a
lot of good information.”

STRIKE: Tension builds with spring training set to start next week

From page 1

inches when we need to move in
yards.”
Owners want a new economic
system that will control players’
salaries, which averaged nearly
$1.2 million in 1994. The union,
intent on preserving its gains of
the past two decades, struck
Aug. 12 to fight off the owners’
demand to place a cap on costs.
Only after Usery gives the
president his proposed terms will
he divulge them to both sides. He
will urge players and owners to
accept, but if they don’t, the next
move will be up to Clinton.
The president could use
Usery’s solution as the basis for
special legislation to impose a
settlement. Any bill would have
to be approved by Congress and
signed by the president.
Acting commissioner Bud
Selig was to arriv e in

Washington this morning.
Spring training is to start a
week from Thursday, and ad
ministration officials have said
they are against the owners’ plan
to use replacement players.
Usery planned to meet Sun
day night at the White House
with Labor Secretary Robert
Reich and deputy White House
counsel Bruce Lindsey, the presi
dent’s point men for baseball.
The administration planned
to have Usery tell negotiators to
work through the night, accord
ing to a senior administration of
ficial, speaking on the condition
he not be identified.
“We want to keep them guess
ing about what we might do,” the
official said. “The more they feel
pressure to do it themselves, the
better off we are.”
Usery, a former Labor
Secretary in the Ford ad

ministration, cajoled owners into
withdrawing their salary cap
demand, but teams still are in
sisting on a luxury tax that will
place a drag on salary growth.
The union says it will not ac
cept a significant payroll tax,
leaving the sides far apart on the
178th day of the strike, the
eighth work stoppage in the
major leagues since 1972. The
walkout canceled the final 52
days and 669 games last season
and wiped out the World Series
for the first time since 1904.
The day after talks broke off
on Dec. 22, owners imposed their
salary cap plan. On Jan. 26,
Clinton ordered talks to resume,
and the sides got back to the bar
gaining table last Wednesday.
But the sense of urgency
didn’t translate into major move
ment.
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TUESDAY, FEB 7

T H URSDAY, FEB 9

THURSDAY, FEB 2

Fraternity Forum

SUNDAY, FEB 5

Sub Fest @ Osos St. Subs
Osos Street Subs and Pasta
1060 Osos Street

6 pm

MONDAY FEB 6

Kappa Sig Pizza Feed
Woodstock's Pizza
1000 Higuera St. @ Osos St.

6 pm

WEDNESDAY, FEB 8

Tri - Tip bbq & Volleyball
In front of Mott uym

5 pm

THURSDAY, FEB 9

Bowling and Pizza with the Bro's
MePhee's in the UU

6 pm

SATURDAY, FEB 11

Hockey with the Bro's
Ferrini School
Meet at the K2 House

2 pm

SUNDAY, FEB 12
MONDAY, FEB 13

SATURDAY, FEB 11

SUND AY, FEB 12

The Smoker
By Invitation Only at the K 1 House
Preferential Dinner
By Invitation Only

For Rides o r Inform ation^ C a ll Kappa Sigm a @ 5 9 4 -1 0 6 1

Cal Poly - San Luis O bispo
Housing and Residential Life - Student A ffairs Division

Are You Interested
in Becoming
a Resident Advisor
for the 1995-96
Academic Year?
If so, please attend one of
these information sessions.
Applications will be
available there!
A Cado Uno, Enseílaíos

EachOns,TeachOne^
Hunk«. Hure 5
dusard Ko '
Parehae «

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 6
7 p.m. - Fremont Hall
9 p.m. - Sequoia Hall
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7
7 p.m. - Yosemite Hall
9 p.m. - Tenaya Hall
WEDENSDAY, FEBRUARY 8
7 p.m. - Santa Lucia Hall
9 p.m. - Sequoia Hall
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 16
7 p.m. • Sierra Madre Hall
9 p.m. • Trinity Hall
"La.st Chance" Forum
WEDENSDAY, FFJIRUARY 22
7 p.m. - Sierra Madre

For further information, contact the
Department o f Residential Life at 756-1226
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Freeway tanker explosion kills one, injures 7

By Dora Akiko Tom
Associated Press

EMERYVILLE — A tanker
truck carrying an estimated
6,000 gallons of flammable liquid
exploded on a busy freeway in
terchange Sunday morning, kill
ing the driver and injuring at
least seven others.
The explosion tore the tanker
truck into pieces and threw a
huge ball of flame into the air,
damaging the highway and in
cinerating a car on the highway
ramp above the Interstate 580
interchange.
Authorities closed the high
way, known as the MacArthur
Maze, which is the main inter
change betw een O akland,
Berkeley and the San FranciscoOakland Bay Bridge.
It was unclear when the
raised transition ramp from
westbound 1-80 to eastbound
1-580 would reopen, the Califor
nia Highway Patrol said. Traffic
as being diverted from the area.
About an eighth of a mile
stretch of the highway was
charred and strewn with debris.

An overhead highway sign lay
burned and twisted in the road
way next to melted metal and
smoldering tires.
The rear of the tanker truck
was labeled “liquefied petroleum
gas: unodorized.” Liquefied
petroleum gas is a gas that is
cooled to the point of liquid so it
can be transported. The liquid is
later heated back to its gaseous
form, said fire Capt. Ron
Clausen.
The CHP said the cargo was a
m ix tu re of b u ta n e and
petroleum, a highly flammable
liquid.
The truck’s cab was blown
over the other side of the
freeway. The driver’s body lay
next to the charred ruins in
bushes below the highway.
A preliminary investigation
shows that the driver may have
been traveling too fast around
the interchange curve, said CHP
spokeswoman B.J. Whitten. The
driver’s identity and company he
worked for was not immediately
known.
At least seven people were
treated for burns and five cars
were damaged from flying debris,
Whitten said. Three people were

brought to various hospitals but
their conditions were not im
mediately known. An Oakland
family of four was burned as
they drove to church in San
Francisco.
Joe and Marsha Washington
were with their sons, Kenneth,
13, and Jerold, 18, heading west
on the 1-580 connector to the San
Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge
when their car was engulfed by
flames from the accident below.
They immediately fled their
car, which was destroyed. All
four were treated for minor
bums.
“All of the sudden there was a
great humongous ball of orange
fire everywhere. It seemed like
we drove through it forever. It
was unbelievable, something you
can’t explain,” Joe Washington
told KCBS radio.
Capt. Clausen, whose station
is about a mile away from the
site, said he heard the explosion.
“I saw a huge ball of fire. It
was a tremendous, tremendous
explosion,” he said.
Witnesses said the truck
flipped over and then burst into
flames. Others who were in the
city flocked to the highway to see
the damage.

TAXES: Students meet senior project requirement while doing returns
From page 1

people whose income is under
$50,000,“ said accounting senior
Mike Grimes. “We will do more
complex returns, but we’re more
comfortable with the basic
forms.”
The program is an oppor
tunity for graduating seniors to
practice in their field while
people in the community benefit
by receiving free tax assistance.
“There are over 100 students
working,” Grimes said. “It is the
most popular way for students to
meet their senior project require
ment.”
“All returns are approved by
certified tax preparers, so people

will know that their returns will
be done correctly,” Fermelia
added.
The VITA program will be of
fered at the Central Coast Plaza
on Wednesdays, 4:30 to 9 p.m.
and Saturdays 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and at the upper level of the
Santa Maria Mall Saturdays 1 to
5 p.m. The Santa Maria location
also offers assistance for
Spanish-speaking individuals.
According to Grimes, the Ac
counting Department is trying to
get a site on campus to help stu
dents with their taxes.
“Maybe we’ll have something
set up in the (University Union)
later on in the quarter,” Grimes

said.
No appointments are neces
sary, but it is recommended that
people use the services as soon
as possible.
“Don’t wait till the last
minute,” Fermelia said. “The
longer you wait the busier the
service will be.”
It takes an average of 10 to 20
minutes to complete the average
return. Grime said. “Plus the ser
vice is completely confidential.”
According to Fermelia, the
service is a good learning ex
perience, and she recommends
people use it.

Copeland’s
Sports

WITH COUPON

OFF ANY ITEM
PRICED $15 -$ 3 0
OFF ANY ITEM
PRICED $31 -$ 1 00
OFF ANY ITEM
PRICED
OVER
$100
EXCEPT GOLD MEDAL ITEMS
INCLUDES:

• EXERCISE • IN LINE SK A TES •
• A TH LETIC SHOES • GOLF & T E N N IS •
• S K I & SNOW BOARO •
• A TH LETIC E Q U IP M E N T •
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Dormies are soap opera addicts
Tony saw Kristen, his wife, in John’s arms. But
Kristen swears she wasn’t there. She says she got her
car stuck on a back road and had to call a tow truck on
her way home. Of course, it was the angel who helped
her home so there is no record of a real tow truck.
What none of them know is that Marlena is possessed
by the devil, but not all of the time, and that she mor
phed into Kristen to cause this trouble.
How many of you watch soap operas? If you do, you
know I just described one of the many story lines
being lived out on the show “Days of Our Lives.”
Whether you watch “All My Children”, “General
Hospital”, or “The Young and the Restless,” you have
an addiction problem. When I walk down the hall of
my dorm around noon, I pass rooms full of girls glued
to the television set. The same moans and screams
echo through the hall as characters act out these lives.
Why are they all so addicted to these shows? What
makes us return day to day to find out what is hap
pening to the people?
Maybe it is because, to addicts, the characters have
become real people. You can hear people talk about
them like they were their best friends. Sometimes as
we watch the show, we will yell at the screen in
hoping desperation that they can hear us and will
take our advice.
We don’t watch it for the acting talent. These
people are not award-winning material. Celeste’s ac
cent on “Days of Our Lives” is a good example of
having no acting ability. Where is she from, anyway?
However, they must be doing something right because
they have caught our attention.
What is it with soap opera years? For two weeks
the people are still living the same day and then all of
the sudden, three weeks has flown by. And what about
the little kids who grow three years in six months?
Look how old little Abby, Jack and Jennifer’s
daughter, is now on “Days of Our Lives.”
None of these people ever work, either. They go to
hospitals and offices but they are just backdrops for
the next scene of their lives.
The most amazing thing is that no one ever dies.
Roman on “Days of Our Lives” has been blown up,
beaten up, and shipwrecked on an island, but he is not
dead. There is one exception to this. When the actor
who plays the character dies in real life, they usually
really do die on the show.
As long as these shows are on, people will continue
to watch them. It is an escape from our lives for a
short time while it is on. We get so lost into their
problems that we forget our own. We are glad that our
problems are usually never as severe as those on the
soaps. I mean, how many of us have to deal with being
brainwashed or being possessed with the devil?
“Melrose Place” and “Beverly Hills 90210” are soap
operas, too. Just because they are on at night doesn’t
mean anything, except maybe they have a little better
quality actors.
So whether you admit to watching them or not
doesn’t matter. They still go on. I have go — it’s time
for “Days” and I gotta see what happens to Jack.
Kimberly Kaney is a journalism freshman who
writes for “Starting Fresh”every other Monday.

Leam Internet without a classroom

THE

re: *C d Poly nee<k Internet classes,* Jan. 24

Since the Mustang Daily claimed that Cal Poly needs
Internet classes, several organizations have responded
that they have Internet classes. My colleagues in the
computer science department urged me to write a similar
letter to say that we teach all that Internet stuff in CSC
n o and 113.
But I just can’t do it. My conscience won’t let me.
Someone who wants to learn the Internet doesn’t need
our class. Or any class. One could figure out the basics in
less time than it took to watch the Super Bowl.
To get started, there is a four-dollar guidebook “Intro
duction to Unix” by Information Systems, sold in El Cor
ral Bookstore, that gives step-by-step directions for ob
taining one’s very own, personal, campus time-sharing ac
count, from which one can send electronic mail and ex
plore the Internet. This guide includes instructions on
PINE (for e-mail), and GOPHER (for retrieving docu
ments from the Internet). Admittedly, this guidebook is
not a polished tutorial, but it does have an explanation of
how all the commands and utilities work, and it’s cheap.
If you want a more professional introduction, there are
dozens of new, commercially-published books about get
ting on the Internet that are flooding the bookstores these
days. Most of them are less than 150 pages and written
for the complete computer neophyte.
All it takes is a little initiative, and maybe being will
ing to overcome a bit of hesitancy about “hassling with
computers.”
I find it depressing that Mustang Daily would suggest
Cal Poly is somehow remiss by “not offering the training
we need.” It’s like the slave who has been so conditioned
by servitude that he doesn’t feel right unless his legs are
shackled. The implication is: “We can’t learn this unless
you teach it to us.” School has been brainwashing you for
years that you must rely on the authority of “experts,”
and that you might be in grave intellectual danger by fol
lowing your own curiosity.
But it isn’t really true. You have a brain. When not
beaten into submission by schooling, it delights in learn
ing new things. You learned how to walk, speak your na
tive language, and perhaps write a poem, play guitar, or
make love, without taking a class. I’ll probably get in
trouble with my department head for telling you this, but
you definitely don’t need a class on the Internet.
John D olbo y
Computer science department
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Solve budget problems with beer
Let’s face it — class sizes are increasing, we can’t af
ford additional faculty, and everyone is becoming a little
bit nervous. Apparently, the only solution the school has
found is to raise the fees high enough that the average
student’s diet consists of beans and Top Ramen. The in
creases in fees work until yet more budget cuts need to be
made, and the fees must be increased again and again.
Please allow me to suggest a way to alleviate some of
schools financial problems...beer!
I am not saying that we all go out and buy a “twelver”
and forget about the budget mayhem. Although it might
be fun for a while, it will only be a headache and a pipe
dream in the morning. I am talking about permitting
beer sales on campus (Backstage Pizza and perhaps a Cal
Poly-owned and operated pub). All of the profits would go
directly to Cal Poly’s budget. It could be used for course
materials, faculty salaries, and other items.
I know you’re thinking the students will abuse this
and they will be drunken slobs. I have two remarks
regarding this scenario: First, I believe Cal Poly students
are bright enough not to jeopardize their studies to al
cohol. Second, if they aren’t bright enough...should they
really be here? Where is the faith, people?
Andrew Dorn
Business administration junior
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Judge by character, not by looks
re: *W hal ever happened to doting?*, Feb. 1

I have several comments on Ms. Sievers’ commentary.
First of all, I applaud her for expressing these views in
the paper. She is not alone; as a guy, I have felt much the
same way, especially in terms of looking for someone to
communicate with.
Unfortunately, we live in a society where people are
first judged on the basis of their appearance, and where
people (not everyone) spend more time worrying about
their looks than their minds. Hence, you have many good
looking but boring people who want to “air their own
opinions or satisfy their physical desires” and who can
only appreciate their dates’ bodies.
If everyone looked the same or if everyone was blind,
appearances would not be a problem. Of course, these
aren’t possible. “Chatting” over the internet is a great
way to talk to people, because they cannot judge you by
your appearance. I feel much more comfortable chatting
on-line and I say things I would not say in person.
As for men always asking out women, times have
changed since our parents were our age. Since then,
society has been rocked by movements such as equal
rights and affirmative action. I grew up being taught that
men and women were equal. So why should a man always
ask a woman out? This doesn’t seem very equal. As a
general policy, I ask out as many women as ask me out. It
seems fair and logical to me. Dating has to be an equal
opportunity thing. A dance where girls are supposed to
ask out guys shouldn’t be given a special name (Sadie
Hawkins).
Overall, people do not want formal dates because
that’s a larger sign of commitment. They would rather
meet informally to get to know someone better. People
talking about themselves is not a problem; people not lis
tening is. And Americans are notorious for being poor lis
teners. People should have conversations, not monologues
during dates. Finally, changes in dating such as whether
you should sleep with someone on a first date is a simple
reflection of the disgusting changes in values in our
society.
J t f l M in t i
Computer engineering freem an

Leh ers Policy
Mustang Daily welcomes letters and commentaries from
students, staff, and other community members. Letters
should be typed, double spaced and under 250 words.
Commentaries should be typed, double spaced, and about
75C) words
All authors must include a name, signature and phone
number. Students should include their major and class
standing. Mustang Daily reserves the right to edit letters
for clarily, grammar, and length.
Submissions can be brought, mailed, faxed or E*mailed to.
Mustang Daily
Graphic Arts Bldg #226, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, C A
93407
FAX: (805) 7 5 6 -6 7 8 4
E-Mail: dsievers@trumpet.calpoly.edu
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CLASSES: Several means exist to learn Internet
From page 1

e-mailed to tgeigergvolta.
IEEE offered a class on Inter
net earlier in the quarter, and
will offer another if there is
enough interest, Geiger said.
The class was attended by 23
students and covered e-mail

security and Unix basics.
“One of the things I like about
the class is that it gives people a
place where they can ask ques
tions,” he said. “If there are re
quests (for specific information
via e-mail) we can do those too.”

MUSTANG
DAILY
News, views and more.

FULL CIRCLE: Celebration bigger than ever, organizers say
From page 1

sarongs and headbands covered
the stage with movement.
D u rin g th e d a n c in g ,
philosophy senior Marcel Jack
and journalism senior Midori
Davidson narrated the scenes.
“The first sound and movement
was African,” Jack said.
“To me it’s all the same — it’s
all vibration.”
The dances told the history of
African dance, and took the
women from drum beats and
sarongs to hip-hop music and
blue jeans.
Betty and Gerald Purify of
House of Prayer in San Luis
Obispo followed, singing duets
which had the audience clapping
and brought many to their feet.
The mood became very
serious, however, when Cal Poly
Track and Field Coach Brooks
Johnson took the stage.
He spoke of A fricanAmericans’ history and their fu
ture, and even examined the
name “African-American.”

“(African) means more than
just how much melanin you have
in your skin,” he said. “It has to
do with the concept of com
munity and family.”
Johnson also spoke of the
recent gathering to celebrate
Martin Luther King Jr. Day at
Chumash Auditorium, and
scolded some students for leav
ing early “to go to class.”
“You’ve ditched class for less
than that,” he said.
He asked the audience not to
forget the past, and to continue
the struggle for equality for all
people.
“It’s not about one ethnic
group — it’s not just about black
people.”
Finally, dinner was served,
and the audience — sprinkled
with Cal Poly students and facul
ty — had a chance to relax and
talk about all they saw and
heard.
“It was very entertaining
(and) the talent is amazing,” said
Cal Poly Director of Ethnic

Studies Bob Gish, who said this
was the first time he had at
tended the annual event.
“Brooks’ speech was very inspira
tional.”
He agreed with Johnson that
there weren’t enough students
celebrating Martin Luther King
Jr. Day on campus, and hoped
that in the future there would be
more attention given to these
types of programs.
But the students putting on
the show seemed to be the hap
piest of all.
“I feel great,” said Jarret. “It’s
a much better turnout than last
year.”
Kecia Brown, vice-president of
the African American Student
Union and a human development
sophomore, perhaps worked the
hardest to bring the event to
fruition. She was gratified as she
looked around the room and saw
every seat filled.
“I feel good,” she said. “I hope
everybody had a good time.”
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Will your company grow as fast as you do?
Almost every company’s re
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February 6-10
in front of

Over the last five years, while

cruiting ad promises you rapid

economic conditions stalled

growth. But before making any

many organizations, Andersen

decisions, ask them how fast

Consulting averaged 20% growth

they’re growing. After all, you’re

per year. Compare that figure

going to have trouble moving up

to any other firm you’re consider-

if your company isn’t.

ing. It could be the difference

O 1992 Andersen Consulting. An equal opportunity employer

between getting ahead. And
banging your head.

A ndersen
C onsulting
ARTHUR ANDERSEN 4i CO., S.C.

Where we go from here’.“

bookstore
A N D E R S E N C O N S U LTIN G C A L E N D A R O F E V E N TS
Andersen Consulting will be hosting an information session on Tuesday,
February 6 , 1 9 9 5 at the Pacific Suites Hotel at 7 :0 0 pm.
All students welcome. Refreshments will be served.
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GOP leaders blast Clinton’s budget plan
By Marlin OutUngor
/teooofed Piess

WASHINGTON — The bat
tle lines on President Clinton’s
$1.61 trillion budget formed
Sunday with Republicans at
tacking Clinton for “taking a
walk' on the hard choices
needed to control the deficit.
The OOP's top budget offi
cials in both the House and
Senate promised to be more
courageous by tackling popular
entitlement programs, focusing
particularly on Medicare, which
provides health coverage for the
elderly, and Medicaid, which
does the same for the poor.
Top administration officials
countered that Clinton had cut
the deficit more than any presi
dent in history. They accused
Republicans of hiding from the
American people the painful
spending cuts that will be
needed to meet the Republican
goal of a balanced budget by
2002
Both sides sought to score
political points as the ad
m inistration prepared to
release its 1996 budget Mon
day. While Clinton’s plan may
not be dead-on-arnval, the in
tensity of the criticism showed
the Republican-controlled Con
gress clearly intended to pursue
its own strategy as laid out in
the “Contract with America."
White House Budget Direc
tor Alice Rivlin said Clinton
had made hard choices by push
ing a $505 billion deficit-cutting
program through Congress
during his first year in office
without the aid of any
Republican votes. She said the
1996 document will build on
.

that success.
“clearly lacks courage. ... The
“We cannot be faulted for not bottom line is they refused to
taking the deficit seriously. deal with entitlements and we
When we came in, it was out of are going to have to if we are
control,' she said. “This budget going to get to zero over seven
keeps the deficit under control. years in teims of a balanced
We’ve gotten it under $200 bil budget.”
lion.”
Republicans charged that
According to documents ob
Clinton
focused almost all of his
tained by The Associated Press,
deficit-cutting
on discretionary
Clinton’s budget will cut
govemment
programs,
which
govemment spending by $144
account
for
just
one-third
of
billion over the next five years total spending. Virtually un
and use $63 billion of the touched were the one-half of
savings to provide middle-class spending that is accounted for
tax relief and the rest to lower by so-called government benefit
the deficit.
programs, such as Social
The administration shows Security, Medicare and farm
the 1996 deficit falling for a subsidies.
third straight year to $192.5 bil
While both parties have
lion, then starting to rise and vowed
to keep Social Security
hovering close to $200 billion untouched,
GOP leaders clearly
for the rest of the decade.
signaled Sunday that Medicare
Senate Budget Committee and Medicaid would be trimmed
Chairman Pete Domenici said in order to get control of health
the 1996 deficit in Clinton’s care, the fastest-rising part of
budget is $30 billion higher govemment spending.
than Clinton projected a year
Domenici suggested that
ago and without drastic action $100
billion in savings could be
would top $450 billion shortly achieved
in Medicaid by
after the year 2003.
restraining growth in the
“This budget does not go far program to 6 percent annual in
enough,” the New Mexico creases instead of 11 percent.
Republican said. “Essentially
Trent Lott, R-Miss.,
what (Clinton) did was take a saidSen.Republicans
planned to
walk on the deficit.”
review the $40 billion in
Senate Republican Leader Medicare cuts Clinton proposed
Bob Dole of Kansas complained last year to pay for health care
that Clinton’s budget didn’t reform but which have been
provide any clues on how to omitted from this budget.
balance the budget; “It doesn’t
“Everything has to be on the
cut spending. He doesn’t even table
other than Social
cut the deficit.”
Security. There is no doubt
House Budget Committee about it,” said House Ap
Chairman John Kasich, R-Ohio, propriations Committee Chair
charged that Clinton’s budget man Bob Livingston, R-La^_____

Wednesday
Monday
Friday:^
Sports Day
Deli Feed w/AXO Pizza & Bowling
@2N House @U.U. Games Area
® 2N House
5:00
6:00
Saturday
Tuesday
Thursday
Tri-tip BBQ
Siiiokèr
Slide Show
on Mott Gym lawn @Staff Dining Rm. @IK House
5:30
6:00
i:6:30
For a ride or information, please call Matt 547-1246

AX A

SPRING RUSH '95

Mon. 2 /6
Tues. 2 /7
Wed. 2 /8
Thurs. 2 /9
Sat. 2/11

5:00 pm Subs w / Alpha Phi Sorority
@ 1290 Foothill (A<I> House)
7:00 pm Hypnotist w / AOH
@ Monday Club (1815 Monterrey)
6:00 pm U.U. Games & Pizza
University Union Game Center, Me Phee's
7:00 pm Smoker & Slide Show
@ Sandwich Plant (On Campus)
5:00 pm Casual Night
@1617 Santa Rosa (AX A House)
For Rides or Info Call:

Eric at 546-9162 or AXA I louse at 541-5251

Latest outburst of sectarian
violence kills 21violence,inandPakistan
it appeared the
By Zahid Hussain
Assaioted Piess

___

KARACHI. Pakistan — Gun
men with automatic weapons
fired on two Sunni Muslim
crowds Sunday, killing at least
21 people and wounding 26 in a
burst of sectarian violence in this
troubled city.
It was one of Pakistan’s
bloodiest days in recent years
and raised questions about
whether Prime Minister Benazir
Bhutto’s government can control
the streets of the nation’s biggest
metropolis.
Police said they suspected
Shiite Muslims carried out Sun
day’s attacks in retaliation for a
series of Saturday night shoot
ings in Karachi that left 12 men
dead, most of them Shiites.
The increasingly b itter
Sunni-Shiite feud is one of
several running battles in
Karachi, a city of 10 million con
vulsed by ethnic, political and
religious violence in recent years.
In the first attack Sunday,
four gunmen in a car sprayed
bullets at people near a street
stall set up by Harakat-ul-Ansar,
a group of Sunni religious stu
dents, police said.
Twelve people were killed, in
cluding a 12-year-old boy, and 13
were wounded, several of them
seriously.
Harakat-ul-Ansar hasn’t been
involved in previous sectarian

gunmen were simply targeting
Sunnis.
Raees Ahmed, a policeman at
the scene, said he was at his sta
tion when the officers heard
heavy gunfire. By the time they
arrived, the assailants had sped
away.
Several hours later, there was
a second drive-by shooting, this
time outside the Babul Islam
Mosque, where Sunnis were
praying. Nine men were killed
and 13 wounded, police said.
All of the weekend attacks
took place in central Karachi, the
frequent scene of gun battles in
recent months.
The violence clouded what
was supposed to be a peaceful
day of protest.
Ms. Bhutto had called a
nationwide strike Sunday to
show solidarity with Muslims
seeking to secede from India in
the disputed Himalayan state of
Kashmir.
There were rallies in all major
cities. In Karachi, more than
1,000 people marched.
India, a mostly Hindu nation,
controls the southern two-thirds
of Kashmir, where Muslims are
in the majority. Pakistan holds
the remaining third. Both
countries claim the territory and
have fought two wars over it.

Prop. 187 leads California Dems
to play host to civil rights debate
Associated Piess

^

PALM SPRINGS, Calif. — As
legal challenges mount in the
Proposition 187 debate, activists
already are lining up on either
side of what could be California’s
next major civil rights battle.
A proposed ballot measure
that has gained some conserva
tive support would forbid state
ag en cies from g ra n tin g
“preferential treatm ent” to
anyone based on race, gender,
color, ethnicity or national
origin.
Supporters hope to put the
measure before voters in March
1996, but it must first pass legal
muster with the state Attorney
General and gain more than
600,000 signatures to qualify for
the state ballot.
The issue was debated here
Saturday in a forum held during
the executive board meeting of
the California Democratic Party.
“It has been said that all the
armies in the world can’t stop an
idea whose time has come,” said
Errol Smith, a black conserva
tiv e an d Los A n geles
businessman who supports the
proposal. “The time has come for
this idea.”
Thomas Wood, a professor at
California State University,
Fresno who co-authored the in
itiative, said it would prevent
discrimination without overturn
ing civil rights laws.
“Anybody opposing the initia
tive would be in a position of
saying there are groups of people
that should be discriminated
against,” Wood said.

But critics believe just the op
posite, and some predicted the
issue could become as divisive as
Proposition 187, the anti-illegal
immigration measure approved
by voters in November.
That law denies non-emergen
cy health care, education and
other public services to undocu
mented immigrants. Its con
stitutionality has been chal
lenged and most of its provisions
have been blocked from im
plementation.
“This is ‘Son of 187,’ ” said Bill
^Anybody opposing the
initiative would be in the
position of saying there are
groups of people that should
be discriminated against."
Thomas Wood

eSU-Fresno professoi

Press, state party chairman, who
promised that Democrats would
mount a ballot initiative of their
own to protect affirmative action
programs.
“Racism is resurging,” said
Molly Munger, president of the
Federal Bar Association. “At a
time when most of us are fight
ing this resurgence of racism,
these men would ask us to vote
for an initiative that would
eliminate the last small crumb of
the civil rights movement.”
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European flood refugees
rejoice in return home
Mik*

By
Cordar
Associated Press

TIP:L, Netherlands — Flood
evacuees poured back into their
precarious home region Sunday,
grateful their centuries-old dams
held and relieved to see their
houses above water.
The largest evacuation in
Dutch history ended when
authorities determined cen
turies-old dikes would hold, al
lowing 250,000 people to head
home.
Flooding on the Netherlands’
major rivers during the past two
weeks forced residents to seek
higher ground. About 70,000 had
returned to their houses in pre
vious days, and authorities gave
the remainder the green light
Sunday.
Returning refugees clogged
roads in the low-lying region.
Many pulled th e ir most
treasured belongings in trailers.
Some recovered truckloads of
possessions they had parked on
bridges to keep dry. One bridge
was lined with new cars parked
there by an auto dealer.
“You just feel powerless and
scared of the water,” said Klaas
van Dee, who owns a woodcut
ting business in the village of
Echteld, near Tiel. “It was really
frightening.
“When we got back and saw a
sign saying Welcome Back To
Echteld,’ tears were streaming
down my face.”
Heavy rains and melting snow
caused flooding in Germany,
France and Belgium. The runoff
coursed through Dutch rivers,
causing some to overflow their
banks.
The southern Dutch province
of Limburg was hit hard when

the overflowing Maas River inun
dated homes and businesses.
Thousands of buildings along the
river were flooded with up to 3
feet of water.
Rampaging currents from the
Maas and Waal rivers had
threatened to wash away the
hundreds of miles of dikes
protecting communities in
regions that lie below sea level.
But none of the dikes gave
way, and permission to return
came late Sunday for people from
the last two villages still closed
off to return beginning Monday.
Authorities and residents
said, however, that the pressure
on the medieval network of dikes
underscored the immediate need
for action to guard against future
disaster.
Many of the area’s 330 miles
of earthen dikes showed serious
weaknesses during the flooding.
Repair and reinforcement is ex
pected to cost hundreds of mil
lions of dollars. The government
has pledged quick action.
Despite the all-clear, dikes
remained under pressure and
some water still seeped into the
streets of one town, Ochten,
protected by a half-mile section
of dike that had to be reinforced
with 15,000 sandbags over the
weekend.
'Truck driver Bertus Akkerman can see the weakened dike
from his front door. He and his
family stayed at a vacation bun
galow after being evacuated.
“The kids loved it, but we
could only think about home. We
were afraid for the whole time
that the water would keep
rising,” he said. “It was a perfect
feeling to get back and find the
house all right.”
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SPRING RUSH
Monday Feb. 6th Dinner @ Osos St.Subs
6 pm - Casual
Tuesday Feb. 7th Tri-Tip BBQ @ Theatre Lawn
3 pm - Casual
Thursday Feb. 9th Slide Show with A O @ 4 1 6
Hathway 7pm - Semi-Formal
Saturday Feb. 11th House Tours & Spaghetti Feed
@ 4 1 6 Hathaway 2pm - Casual
Sunday Feb. 12th Interviews @ TBA
10am - Casual
Monday Feb. 13th Smoker, @ Monday Club
6:30 pm - Semi-Formal

ALGIERS, Algeria — Islamic
extremists took responsibility for
a deadly car bombing and
promised more attacks, and an
official of Algeria’s former ruling
party was found decapitated,
security forces said Sunday.
The claim, published by the
Arab-language newspaper AlHayat, said two men had driven
the explosives-packed car that
blew up in front of Algiers police
headquarters Jan. 30, killing 42
people and injuring nearly 300.
It was the bloodiest single at
tack in Algeria’s 3-year-old Is
lamic insurgency, and the first
by suicide bombers.
“The Armed Islamic Group
have men who love to die,” read
the text of the claim in Al-Hayat.
An estimated 30,000 people
have been killed in the conflict
between extremists and security
forces, which began when nation
al elections were canceled to
thwart a fundamentalist victory.
Meanwhile, security forces
Sunday confirmed a report in the
Horizons newspaper that Ahmed
Kasmi, a member of the National
Liberation Front’s central com
mittee, was decapitated last
week.
The paper said that Kasmi’s
head was found Thursday at a
bus station in Khemis-Miliana,
60 miles west of Algiers. He had
been kidnapped two days earlier.
There was no immediate
claim of responsibility for the
killing.
Kasmi was the second mem
ber of the party’s central commit
tee to be slain. 'The party ruled

Algeria for nearly three decades
and is blamed for the widespread
corruption and mismanagement
that has drained the nation’s
economy.
Al-Hayat, based in London
and published in several Arab
capitals, said it received the
claim of responsibility Saturday
from the Armed Islamic Group,
the most radical of the armed
groups trying to topple the
military-installed government.
The group has taken respon
sibility for the Air France hijack
ing on Christmas Eve in which
three passengers were killed.
The authenticity of the text
was not immediately confirmed,
but the paper has received such
claims in the past that have later
proved true.
“The blessed month of
Ramadan will be that of death,
combat and victories,” read the
text, signed by Abou Abderrahmane Amine, thought to be
the current leader of the Armed
Islamic Group. Ramadan began
in Algiers last Wednesday.
The claim said the police
headquarters, described as a
“base for torture and killing,”
was the target and the killing of
civilians was a mistake, for
which “the group is obliged to
ask for pardon.”
President Liamine Zeroual
has vowed to eradicate ex
tremists while preparing for
presidential elections to be held
before the end of the year.
The media kept up criticism of
France on Sunday for alleged in
terference in the North African
country’s affairs.
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Islamic radicals threaten
increased suicide attacks
Associated Press
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A T C O L L E G E 24 H O U R S A DAY.
Open a tab at a diner.
Belgian waffles and cheese fries with gravy
are delicious, regardless of the hour.

Visit a local court of law.
Plenty of seating, unique conversation and
drama that improves the later it gets.

Be the gym night janitor.
W ork out at your leisure and never wait
in line for lat pulldowns or the erg.

Get a Citibank Classic card.
For your peace of mind, operators are on
call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
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Daily drawing; Dinner for two at Angelo's Italian Restaurant. Winner
will be notified Friday, Feb. 10.
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Trial begins for former Honda
executives in kickback case
By Hillary Oiuro
Associoted Piess_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

CONCORD, N.H. — It started
with a local Acura dealer upset
that he didn’t get all the cars he
says he was promised. It turned
into a nationwide investigation
of kickbacks in which 19 people
have pleaded guilty, three face
trial this week and two more
have been charged.
Prosecutors allege th at
dealers in 30 states gave execu
tives of American Honda Motor
Co. up to $15 million in cash,
Rolex watches, fur coats, Mer
cedes-Benzes, furniture, pricey
business suits and college tui
tion. In return, dealers allegedly
were given lucrative franchises
and scarce Hondas and Acuras
that could be sold for $3,000
above sticker prices.
The case unfolded in New
Hampshire because Richard
Nault, a dealer in Concord and
Manchester, sued Honda, claim
ing he had been treated unfairly.
Allegations of graft during the
federal trial prompted the judge
to ask for a criminal investiga
tion.
Fifteen former Honda and
Acura executives, two former
dealers, an advertiser and a
lawyer have pleaded guilty to
charges including racketeering,
perjury and mail fraud.
A tried expected to last two to
three months begins Tuesday in
U.S. District Court for the three
former executives who have
pleaded innocent; John Billmyer
of Raleigh, N.C., Stanley James
Cardiges of Laguna Hills, Calif.,
and Dennis Josleyn of Penn Val
ley, Calif.
Assistant U.S. Attorneys
Michael Connolly and Don Feith
said they know of no commercial
î bribery cases this big.
Prosecutors allege th at
Honda, which manufactures
Acura luxury cars as well as
Hondas, is the biggest victim be
cause it was defrauded of proper
ty and millions of dollars in
tended for advertising and train
ing — and because it faces law
suits from dealers who didn’t
receive preferential treatment.
But Cardiges’ lawyer, Philip
Israels, contends the government
has information that “Honda
management not only knew but
also encouraged what they now
call criminal behavior.”
Jo sley n ’s law yer, Paul
Twomey, also said American
Honda was no victim.
“It is our perception that Mr.
Cardiges, Josleyn and Billmyer
are being used as scapegoats for
the business practices of Honda,”
Twomey said.
But American Honda spokes
man Jeffrey Smith said he was
appalled at the claims.
“It is ridiculous to suggest
that the government has such in
formation or that Honda would
condone such behavior. If that
were true, Honda would be a
defendant rather than the vic
tim,” he said from a hotel in Tor
rance, Calif., where the company
is based.
Israels called it a victimless
crime and said any disputes
should be hashed out in civil law
suits.
Honda’s top U.S. sales execu-f

tive — Billmyer from 1983 to
1988 and Cardiges from 1988 to
1992 — oversaw regional and
zone managers. All three levels
of management helped decide
where cars were distributed and
who received dealerships, which
were supposed to be awarded on
merit.
But court documents, lawyers
and those involved in the case
say that wasn’t the way it
worked for more than 50 of the
approximately 1,000 Honda
dealers and 300 Acura dealers in
the United States from 1979 to
1992.
Prosecutors charge that Car
diges got most of the kickbacks
during his four years as top sales
executive. He is accused of
receiving five Rolex watches, six
cars, a woman’s fur coat, $1,000
business suits and $25,000 in
furniture from an upscale shop
near his home.
Documents also charge that a
dealer financed the down pay
ment on Cardiges’ vacation home
in Big Bear, Calif., and that
another passed him a briefcase
with $250,000 in cash at a
Laguna Niguel, Calif., hotel.
Billmyer is accused of having
one dealer pay the interest on his
Palm Springs, Calif., home and
another build him a pool there.
Josleyn is accused of receiving
$441,000 in kickbacks for al
legedly funneling cars to a
California dealer and of receiving
more payoffs from two other
California dealers.
Feith said Sunday that fur
ther charges are possible depend
ing on what information comes
out at the trial.
The case began to unravel
when Nault, a Honda and Acura
dealer, couldn’t get enough cars
for his Acura showroom in Con
cord. Against Honda’s orders, he
combined the Acura dealership
with his Lincoln-Mercury dealer
ship and subsequently was
dropped by Honda.
He sued, and a four-year bat
tle followed in which Nault’s
lawyers accused Honda and its
attorneys of withholding infor
mation about bribes.
During testimony in February
1993, Nashua dealer Thomas
Bolander said he got his dealer
ship after giving David Pedersen,
a longtime friend and former
Acura zone manager for New
England, a new Acura Integra
and $17,197 in college tuition for
Pedersen’s son.
Two years earlier, Pedersen
testified he had never received
anything from anyone. But
Damien Budnick, a former Acura
district sales manager, later tes
tified he once delivered $100,000
from a Cocoa Beach, Fla., Honda
dealer to Pedersen.
Sources say some dealers paid
bribes to increase their inven
tories, while others, fearing they
would be squeezed out of busi
ness, were victims of extortion.
Connolly said the Florida
dealer wasn’t charged because he
cooperated with authorities.
Nault’s multimillion-dollar
case was settled for an un
disclosed sum in 1993. He is still
in the car business in
Manchester but declined re
quests for an interview.
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KX RUSH
"Head And Shoulders
Above the Rest!"

Monday Feb. 6th
Pins, Pool, and Pizza
4-6pm @McPhee's
Tuesday Feb. 7th
Exotic Dancers’*“
7-8pm @KX House
*Bring Dollar Bills

UPHAM

Wednesday Feb. ^
Hot Wings and House Tours
6-8pm @KX House
Thursday Feb. 9t
Tri-Tip BBQ
4-6pm @Mott Gym Lawn
Friday Feb. 10th

844 UPHAM KX
MONTEREY

CP
GRAND

3:30pm @KX House
For more iiiforniatioh

>-8523

KX House @5433-9784

SIGMA CHI
Spring Rush ’95

Monday.
Tri-Tip, Band
at LX House
7:00

Wednesday:
Pie with
FOB at the
FOB House
7:00

Thursday:
Fight Night
Subway
Sandwiches
at IX House
7:00

Saturday:
Sports Day
TVi-Tip
at Santa
Rosa Park
1:00

Monday.
Smoker
TBA

Membership Has Its Privileges!
If you have any questions or you need rides to events please contact
Josh Hansen or Andy Anzaldo at 543-5477

MUSTANG DAILY
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MEN’S BASKETBALL: Cal Poly can’t take advantage of opportunities as it loses its sixth straight game SACRAMENTO ST. 74
CAL POLY 64
Consecutive tip-ins by freshman State. Edwards would then add a way they stepped up,” Newman
From page 12

ward Bucky Tucker added 11
points and eight rebounds. The
Mustangs as a team pounded the
glass and came away with 16 of
fensive rebounds.
It was the play of one player,
Edwards, who made the dif
ference. Edwards scored 15 of his
game-high 25 points in the
second half, including three 3pointers.
“(Edwards) got it going,” said
Cal Poly Coach Steve Reason.
“You could tell that he was hot
and he was feeling it.”
The game started as if the
Mustangs were going to be blown
off the home floor as Sacramento
State raced out to a 17-8 lead.
That was when the Mustangs
began to hit the offensive glass.

forward Jim Croy and Levesque
got Cal Poly back into the game
and the lead hovered around five
for much the first half. Cal Poly
would score six straight points
near the end of the half to close
within one before two free
throws by Edwards sent the
teams into halftime with the
Hornets up by three, 32-29.
The Mustangs came out of the
gate in the second half to tie the
game at 35-35. Although the
Hornets pulled out in front
37-35, a three-pointer by junior
forward Brian Stewart at 15:49
gave the Mustangs its first lead
of the game at 38-37.
But two free throws by Hornet
guard Michael Boyd gave the
lead right back to Sacramento

jumper to extend the lead to
41-38.
Then on another tip-in by
Levesque and a three-pointer by
senior guard David Dineen, the
Mustangs took back the lead at
43-41.
However, Boyd added a
jumper to tie the game. Edwards
then hit two three-pointers and
the Hornets would make the
decisive run that gave them the
victory.
Sacramento State coach Don
Newman saw his team win their
fifth game and its first American
West Conference contest of the
season.
“Opening up in a conference
and coming out victorious. I’m
real happy for our guys and the

said.
“I felt they hurt us with their
rotation near the end of the first
half. And they were hitting the
glass. The offensive rebounds
were the daggers to us.”
Levesque said the Mustangs
felt they had chances but just
couldn’t capitalize.
“I knew that we had a
chance,” he said. “We came out in
the second half and had a good
outlook, but they got up on us
and that put us in a tough situa
tion.”
“It’s frustrating to lose to
Arizona State. It’s frustrating to
lose to Stanford. It’s frustrating
to lose to Sacramento State,”
Reason said.

SACRAMENTO ST. (B-U)
Amoi 4-S 2-6 10, Ramirez 6-9 0-2 10,
V.Stawart 0-1 1-2 1, Edwardi 8-18 6-6 26,
Boyd 6-16 8-10 21, Hillman 0-1 1-2 1, Tate 1-1
0-0 2, Hunter 0-0 4-11 4, WUliama 0-0 0-0 0,
BeU 0-0 0-0 0. ToUla 24-61 22-38 74
CALPOUf (1-19)
Tucker 6-9 0-0 11, Croy 2-6 0-1 4,
Leveaque 9-12 2-5 20, Dineen 3-10 1-3 10,
BSlewart 2-7 0-0 5, Wilkereun 2-9 2-3 6,
Magee 1-2 0-0 3, l^elleivig 2-6 0-0 5. Totali
26-60 5-12 64.
Score by Haifa:
Sacramento St.........32 42
Cal Poly.................. 29 35
Three-Point goali—Sacramento St. 4-12
(Edwards 3-9, Boyd 1-3), Cal Poly 7-26
(Dineen 3-10, Tucker 1-2, Magee 1-2, Kjelleivtg 1-4, Stewart 1-5, Wilkerion 0-3). Fouled
out —Tucker, Leveaque, Stewart.
Rebounda—Sacramento St. 36 (Ramirez 10),
Cal Poly 37 (Leveaque 9). Aaaiata—Sacramen
to St. 6 (Edwardi 3), Cal Poly 14 (Tucker 4).
Ihtal fouli—Sacramento St. 16, Cal Poly 27.
Technicali—Edwardi. A—1,275.

HORNETS: Free throws ice victory
From page 12

LAUNCH

INTO

A

PARALLEL UNIVERSE

^

k,

^ I V E R ®

It A ll H appens N on S top
Where information blazes through the ether and the light-across
the street or around the world. The information never ceases.
Our technology never fails.

T andem : T he Parallel U niverse
The universe of advanced database computing. Of massively parallel,
fault tolerant on-line transaction processing. Of open accessibility.
Of robust UNIX. Of the most information-hungry industries,
getting the power they demand.

Launch
Get parallel with Tandem.

A ttention CS, IS, EE and Comp Eng S tudents
SEE US AT THE CAREER SYMPOSIUM ON
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23RD
OR SIGN UP FOR FEBRUARY 24TH INTERVIEWS
CHECK YOUR CAREER CENTER FOR DETAILS.

For more information on our company,
please preview our home page on the World Wide Web:
http:// W W W . tandem, com/staffing/

^TANDEM

toughened up and held on to a
two-point lead until senior for
ward Christine Rodness stepped
up and made two free throws to
tie the game.
The remainder of the game
was decided by Cal Poly’s ability
to make stand against the scram
bling Hornets defense.
“They would foul and put us
at the line, I think that was what
kept us in the game,” Rodness
said. “People really stepped up
and made their free throws in
the end that just sealed the vic
tory.”
The Mustangs were sent to
the free-throw line 23 times and
made 18 in the second half as op
posed to just one in the first.
Orrock said in the first half,
the Mustangs’ offensive execu
tion and transition defense could
have been a lot better, however
in the second half, the team had
taken care of their problems.
Rodness cited the Hornets’
rebounding in the first half lead
ing to second chances and easy
trips to the free-throw line which
gave Sacramento State their
halftime lead.
“We just handed them the ball
to them and we turned the ball
over a lot,” Rodness said. “I think
that was the key in taking over
the first half.”

Hornets’ Sarah Stapp, who
had a game-high 19 points,
scored 12 of them in the first half
while the Mustangs as a team
only shot 30 percent from the
field and 20 percent from 3-point
range in that first half.
But by the end of the game.
Cal Poly had five players in
double figures. Hoffman and
Carey had a team-high 14 points
with Rodness adding 12. Sherron
Lee and Carrillo each had 11
points.

CAL POLY 74
SACRAMENTO ST. 70
SACRAMENTO OT. (4-19)
Slapp 6-16 4-4 19, Kuelper 4-8 1-2 9,
Boudreaux 6-12 2-2 14, Andenon 3-7 0-2 7,
Karley 0-6 2-4 2. TViwnaend 3-7 2 3 9, Whit*
0-3 0-0 0. Etider 1-2 0-0 2. Holm 0-1 0-0 0,
Schott 2-8 4-11 8. ToUla 25-70 15-28 70.
CAL POLY (5-14)
Bevien 2-4 2-4 6. Rodneia 4-16 4-5 12.
Carey 4-9 6-9 14, Hoffman 5-11 2-3 14, VUk
0-3 0-0 0, Gannon 0-0 0-0 0, Camilo 3-11 2-2
11, Lm 4-6 3-4 11, Bauer 1-3 0-0 2, Girard 2-3
0-0 4. Tbtala 25-66 19-27 74
Score by Haifa:
Sacramento St.........32 38
Cal Poly................21 53
Three-Point goala—Sacramento St. 5-17
(SUpp 3-10, Andenon 1-2, Karley 0-1,
Tiwnaend 1-4), Cal M y 6-19 (Rodneia 0-6,
Hoffman 2-6, Volk 0-1, Carrillo 3-7). Fouled
out—Sacramento St. (Boudreaux), Cal M y
(Bevien, Girard). Rebounda—Sacramento St
(Andenon 10), Cal M y 44 (Carey 13). Aaaiate—Sacramento St. 9 (Anderaon 3), Cal Poly
1» (Rodneia 4). ToUl foula—Sacramento St.
17. Cal Poly 22. 286.

PRESS BOX: Football recruits
From page 1 2

-Juan Gonzalez, defensive tackle, 6-1, 255, St. Francis High School,
Mountain View.
-'Troy Henry, wide receiver, 5-8, 165, Kennedy High School,
Sacramento.
-Calib Kemp, offensive lineman, 6-0, 260, Golden West Junior Col
lege, Los Alamedos.
-Keith Kemp, running back, 5-10, 188, 'Tracy H.S.
-Osbaldo Orosco, linebacker, 6-1, 225, Delano High School.
-Billy Stubblefield, linebacker, 5-11, 190, Mountain View High
School.
-Eaamon Sullivan, offensive tackle, 6-5, 255, West High School,
Bakersfield.
-Barney Williams, defensive back, 5-9, 155, Hoover High School,
San Diego.
-Ed Wjmn, defensive back, 5-9, 170, Lompioc High School.

M ustang Tavern
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Delta Sigma PhiI he Blueprint For Leadership
For O ver 45 Years at C al Poly

A IO
Winter Rush 1995

« .Î .5 ,

Kappa
Psi
Spring Rush '95
SCHEDULE

Monday, February 6th @ 6-9pm at the Phi Psi House
Famous Phi Psi Rib BBQ and Slide Show
Tuesday, February 7th @ 6-8pm at the Phi Psi House
Paintball Shootout
Thursday, February 9th @ 6-9pm at the Phi Psi House
Chicken BBQ with AOH Sorority
Friday, February 10th @ ???
TBA
Saturday, February 11th, @ Noon—Meet at Phi Psi House
Sports Day________________________________
For more info/ rides, call Josh 543-9652, Clark 545-8773, or Will 549-9646

Classified
'i:

G reek News

e

TO ADVERTISE IN MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS, CALL 756-1143

Lost & Found

ASI FadMtles & Operations
Accepting applications. For
more Into, call C arm en O
756-1291 Due 2 /1 5

F O U N D G ER M A N S H EP H A R D ON 1-28
NEAR R EC C E N T E R CALL 545-8405

BUY IT. H ELP IT. SELL IT. MAKE IT.

G O LD C H A R M . 2 D O LPH IN S
PLEASE CALL 549-0482

If you would like to place a
C LA S SIFIE D A D, come by the
Mustang Daily office or stop
by the U.U. Information desk
to fill out an order form!!!
Ads must be received two days
prior to run date by 11 a m.

Lost cockatlel 1/31 If found
Please call 547-9456

Opportunities

LOST

LOSE IT7, FIN D IT!. R E N T IT. D O IT!
— M U S TA N G DAILY C LA S S IFIE D S »**

FMA

FINANCIAL M A N A G E M E N T A S S O C IA T IO N
M EE TS EV ER Y W E D N E S D A Y 0 11:00
IN O LD B U SIN ES S B LD G (02) R M 214
G U E ST S P E A K E R S IP O T E N T IA L CO -O PS!
TR IP TO T A H O E II All Majors W elcom e

1

M iscellaneous

It's raining cans and bottles
Let's see some sun,
Recycle for food and tun.
C am pus R ecycling C oalition
M eets T u es d ay O 6:00 pm
Bldg 52-E 47. A LL ARE W E L C O M E II

(anted

DELTA UPSILON

M: TR I-T IP O TH E A TE R LAW N 5-7P M
T: P IZZA & PO O L ® U U G A M E S 6-8P M
R: D IN N E R W / I K CALL FO R R IDES
F: TR AP S H O O TIN G CALL FO R R IDES.
JE R E M Y 547-9378. H O U SE 544-9872

MOTORCYCLISTS
Cal Pc
Poly Penguins m eeting Ionite
8pmI IB lo ^ 3 Fisher Science rm 287
Dirt & Street riders welcome

V a le n tIn e T n a s s IR U form s
already here! Pick them up In
the UU or atop by the Mustang
Dally office-bldg. 26-226.
A coirpleted form enters you
In a drawlr>g for two tree
dinrwrs at Angelo's
Italian Restaurant!!

OZK

Membersh|> Has Its Priviledges!
M O N 2/6 Slideshow w /X A 0 Chumash
TU E 2/7 Casino NNe w /ZTA O 7pm
W E D 2/8 Phi SIg 500 0 6 p m
FRI 2/10 ItaMan Feast 0 6 p m
SAT 2/11 Sports Day O Noon
All events 0 1230 Monte Vista SI
Unless rwted. Rides/lnlo:
Call Scott at 541-4605

KX RUSH
Mon.
Feb 6th
Pool. Pins, and Pizza

A nnouncem ents’

Azn
The C o -E d P rofessio nal
B usiness F ra ts m itv
I RecruRing 95
Thurs 2/2-M sst D elta S igm a PI
7:30pm E d ucation B ldg R oom 2 12
Sal 2/4-B B Q B ash 11am
Mustang Village
M on 2/6-O ow n To B u siness
7:10pm Location TBA
W ad 2/B -P rofssslonal S p eaker
7:10pm AgEngrBldgS-Room 123
Fri 2 /1 0 -*K s u ffs s T a u k *

IIIIPIJI7A

Fri 2/10-T h sm s P a rly 9 :0 0 p m TB A
For nw re Into cal:
Kara C agle 7 72-51 46

TRIATHLON

In the Ree C enter Jan.30-Fsb. 14
Com plele Ironman DIstanoes
over 2 weeks. $5 entry
Achieve Your Personal BestI

4-€pm • M eP h ee's In UU

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
MON2/6 SUBS W/ALPHA PHI SORORITY
S:00PM-1290 FOOTHILL(AO HOUSE)
TUES.2/7 HYPNOTIST W/AOnSORORITY
7:OOPM-MONDAY CLUB 1815 MONTEREY
WEO.2/8 U.U.GAMES AND PIZZA
6:00PM U.U. GAMES CENTER MCPHEES
THURS.2/9 SMOKER/SLIDE SHOW
7;00PM SANDWICH PLANT (ON CAMPUS)
SAT. 2711 CASUAL NIGHT
5:00PM-1617 SANTA ROSA(AXAHOUSE)

SIGMA PI
RUSH
M on-S nack 4 Slide Show at th e
Sandw ich P lant 6pm
Tue-C how dow n wHh the P l'a at
O sos St Subs-6pm
W ed -C asIn o N tte-770 IS L A Y • 6PM
Q uestio ns call R ich at 544-8885.

W O R K STU D Y S TU D E N T
W anted to provide clerical
assist arv:e in Jourrullsm Dept,
office.
10 hours per week. $5 per hour.
Call 756-2508 or stop by
building 2 6, room 228.

O Osos St. Subs to m
Mon Feb. 6 Pizza Feed
O Woodstocks 6pm
Wed. Feb 8 TrI-Tip B&Q and
VoNeybaN 9 Mott Gym 5pm
Thur. Feb 9 Pizza, Bowlir^, &
Pool 9 MePhee's 6pm
Sal Feb 11 Hockey with lhe Bro's
9 K l House ^ m
Sun. Feb. 12 The Smoker
By Invitation only O K l House
Mon. Feb. 13 Prslerential Dinr>er
9 Izzy's By Inviation only
For Rides or Info, call 594-1061

AT O U R FIN G E R TIP S S E C R ETA R IA L
SC H O O L PA PERS & R ES U M E S & M O R E
PICK U P/D ELIV ER Y A VAIL 4663337

Id>E

C H R ISTIA N SC IEN C E PR A C TITIO N E R
1236 PALM ST A PT 4
BY APT O NLY. PH O NE 541-8237

BUILDING THE BETTER MAN
MON-FIESTA W/AXn SORORITY 6PM
TUE-PINS.POOL4PIZZA IN UU 4PM
WED-HILARKXJS HYPNOTIST CHAD
MJBRUL 4 AOn SORORITY-AVENUE 6PK
FRI-MOCKTAIL TRI-TIP PARTY W/
IK SORORITY 6PM
SAT-SIG EP INQUISITION BBQ 6PM
MON-SMOKER (INVITE ONLY)
EVENTS AT THE HOUSE UNLESS
OTHERWISE NOTED-547-1901 FOR
RIDES AND INFORMATION

-ZOE-

Sprlrra 1995 Rush

ONE. O F Wi
B A B 'i T t E T N
C A M t O U T .'

y

Rush
KX
Sun. Feb. 5 Subfest

RUSH

<I)A0

S erviceT

ENTERPRISE
RENT-A-CAR

G R E A T CARS FO R PO LY S TU D E N TS
$59.99 W E EK EN D SPEC IALS 545-9111
Math tutor PhD all 100-500 level
courses 528-0625

SCORE MORE!!
GMAT 72 Pts
GRE 214 Pts
LSAT 7.5 Pts
P R IN C E T O N R E V IE W (805) 995-0176

M on Pizza 4 Poof O U .U . 9pm
Tuea Slide Show 9 Ad> 6pm
W ed B BO O Theatre Law n Som
Thu rs Trt-Tip D inner O d>A0 6pm
Fri C a tin o N ight • 4>A0 (In vite)

RUSH

OA0

A ny questiona call:JaaonS444PH I

III C A U TIO N III
M ake No Investments O r Provide
Banking or Credit Information
Without Investigating Advertisements
In The OpporturrHIes Section
C ASH FO R C O L LE G E . 9 0 0 ,0 0 0 G R A N T S
A V A ILA B LE . NO R E P A Y M E N T, EV ER .
Q U A L IF Y IM M E D IA T E LY . 16002432435
FAST FU N D R A ISE R -R A IS E $500 IN 5
D A Y S -G R E E K S .G R O U P S .C LU B S
M O TIVA TE D IN DIVIDU ALS. FA ST.
E A S Y -N O FIN AN CIA L O BLIG A TIO N
(800)775-3851 EX T.33
Summer C AM P Counselors-HIGH
Sierras C O -E D NO. O F LAKE TA HO E
G reat JOB FO R A PP. BOB Stein PO
BOX 519 Portola CA 96122
(FA X)-(916) 832-4834

Em ploym ent
E X C E PTIO N A L SU M M E R O P P O R T U N IT Y
C am p W ayne tor Boy arvj Girts, NE
PA (3hrs/NYC)-Sports oriented
Counsetors/SpeclaUsts for all
LandANater Sports, Camping,
Climbing/Ropes, Mountain Biking,
Computers, A 4 C , Video, Radio
O n Campus Interviews on Thursday,
February 16. Please call
1-800-825-6747 or 516-883-3067

GREAT RESUMES
Interviewing skills-good rates.
10 years experience 473-16 02

TE A C H E N G LIS H A B R O A D -E am to
25K plus housing and benefits
in K orss B A/B S any m ajor.
A gsncy: (4 1 5 ) 585-3220

; W ord Processing

SAY IT WRITE

I w ll proof, edit, arxl/or type
papers, projects, reports.
Tutoring 4 resumes also. Laser
printer.
Free conaultation :S 45-8750.
■•oly S T U D E N T D IR E C T O R IE S
N O W AVAILABLE AT U U IN FO DESK

Room m ates *
IN N E E D O F FEMALE ROM M ATE!!
T O SHARE R O O M IN 2 BDRM
2 BATH A PT. FIVE M IN WALK T O PO LY
$200/M O TRASH 4 W A TER PAID
YO U 'LL SHARE APT. W IT H TH R E E
COO L G IRLS. CALL A UD REY 541-2855

Homes for Sale
FREE LIST of aN H O U S E S 4 C O N D O S
FO R SALE IN SLO. Farrell Smyth R/E
Steve Nelson“ *54 3-8370—

SPORTS
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Back-to-back wins for women’s hoops:
Mustangs defeat Sacramento St., 74-70
Rodney de la Ouz
Doily Stoff W iitei

If Cal Poly was going to win
back-to-back games for the first
time this season, they were going
to have to overcome a large
second-half deficit and a scrappy
Sacramento State team.
They did.
The Mustangs (5-14) rallied in
the second half to beat
Sacramento State (4-19) Satur
day 74-70 at Mott Gym.
Despite a disappointing first
half, the Mustangs came out
energized and full of intensity
outscoring their opponents 53-38

in the second half.
Cal Poly trailed the Hornets
until two free throws by senior
forward Christine Rodness which
pulled the Mustangs even, 55-55,
with just under six minutes
remaining. Then a free throw by

W om en's basketball
senior forward Susanne Carey
gave Cal Poly their first lead of
the game, 56-55. It was a lead
they never gave up, at one point
extending it to seven.
B ut S acram ento S ta te
threatened late. A 3-pointer by

Senior Forward Susanne Carev rises high above Sacramento State
defender Evelyn White. / Daily photo by Gordon W ong

Sheila Townsend cut the Mus
tangs’ lead to two with under a
minute remaining. Then the
Hornets began fouling Cal Poly,
sending them to the free-throw
line three times in the final
minute. The Mustangs made
their free throws — two by fresh
man guard Christina Carrillo
and two by Carey — to seal their
second straight victory.
Coach Jill Orrock credited the
victory to a more focused and in
tense Mustang team in the
second half.
“I saw this team of mine put
their heads back on and put their
feet back on the ground, and in
the second half, play with a lot
more poise,” Orrock said.
“We knew we had to get fired
up to win,” freshman forward
Rona Beviens said. “We just
pumped each other up and did
it.”
The Hornets had dominated
the first half holding Cal Poly to
just 21 points going into
halflime. Then, after opening the
second half with a 9-2 run to ex
tend their lead to 16, the Mus
tangs slowly began to shift the
momentum midway through the
second half as they started chip
ping away at the Hornets’ lead.
Down 47-33 with 13:31 left to
play, the Mustang’s forceful
defense led to easy steals and
sparking them to an eight-point
run. A steal by junior forward
Katie Baurer led to a 3-pointer
by Carrillo. Another Hornet
turnover led to a Bauer pass to
an open Carrillo, who nailed her
second straight 3-pointer.
T hen H o rn e ts ’ S h eila
Townsend dribbled the ball into
the waiting hands of senior for
ward Susanne Carey who found
M ustangs’ freshman center
Susanne Girard open on the
other end of the court for an easy
lay-up to bring the Mustangs
within six, 41-47, with just under
12 minutes remaining.
While the Mustangs surge
began to build, the Hornets
See H O R N ETS , page 10

Cal Poly a step behind in 74-64 loss
By Jeffrey Jen
D oiy Seniof Stoff Writet

Cal Poly entered Saturday’s
game against Sacramento State
with a good chance at earning its
first victory over a Division I op
ponent.
But they’re still looking for
that elusive win after the Hor
nets remained one step ahead of
them en route to a 74-64 victory
at Mott Gym.

V

See M E N ’S BASKETBALL, page 10

I :
Doily Stoff Report

Tennis splits matches at Cougar Classic
After falling to Washington State 7-2 Friday, the Cal Poly
women’s tennis team came back to knock off Lewis and Clark State
Saturday 9-0 and then pulled out a 5-4 win over Nebraska Sunday
in the Cougar Quad dual match in Pullman, Wash.
Against Nebraska, Sophomore Allison Light, junior Kristen
Simpson, and senior Allisa Bailey won their singles matches to tie
the match score at 3-3 going into the doubles competition in the
best-of-nine scoring format.
Nebraska’s three wins came at No. 1, No. 3 and No. 4 singles.
Sophomore Christine Walter, who had one of the losses. wa.s forced
to retire in the second set because of an injury. Sophomore Gina
Cheli and junior Michelle Berkowitz were the other two losses.
Cal Poly, who needed to win two of the three doubles matches,
got wins in the No. 2 doubles match from Berkowitz and Walter
who won 8-3, and in the No. 3 doubles match when Bailey and
Cheli defeated the Nebraska team of Michelle Waldhousor and
Franke Hatchmann, 8-2. But Cal Poly couldn’t sweep the doubles
matches as Simpson and junior Tracy Arnold lost 9-7 in the No. 1
doubles match.
In their victory against Lewis and Clark State, the Mustangs
(2-1) didn’t drop a set. Berkowitz, Simpson and Walter all had
straight set shutouts.
No. 1 singles player Cheli had the toughest match of the day.
After taking the first set against the Warriors’ Cara Miller 6-2, she
went to a second-set tie-breaker, winning it 7-5 to nail down her
second victory of the season.
After clinching the victory in the singles competition. Cal Poly
walked over Lewis and Clark in the three doubles matches. The
6-2, 6-2 victory by the No. 1 doubles tandem of Arnold and Simpson
was the most games the Mustangs allowed the Warriors in any of
the doubles matches.
But in their match the previous day against Washington State,
Cal Poly was unable to win any of the doubles contests, costing
them a chance to upset the Cougars on their home courts.
After winning two of the six singles matches to go into the
doubles matches down 4-2, Cal Pol^s doubles teams all lost in
straight sets.
The singles matches were settled in straight sets also. The two
victories for the Mustangs came by way of Berkowitz and Simpson.
Cheli, Light, Walter and Bailey were all defeated.
“For us to start on such a high is an unbelievable accomplish
ment,” Coach Chris Eppright said.
“We were as high as a kite.”

Men’s swimming falls hard to Anteaters

UC-Irvine won 12 of the 16 events to defeat Cal Poly handily,
171-109, in a men’s swimming meet at Irvine Saturday.
'The Mustangs had first-place finishes from freshman Sean
Fatooh in the 100-yard breaststroke, Eric Collins in the 50-yard
free style (22:58), Jason Stephens in the 100-yard freestyle (48.73)
and Ian Pyka in the 200-yard backstroke (2:13.98).
The Anteaters took control of the meet early, taking a 13-4 lead
after winning the 200-yard medley relay event and then winning
the next three races before Fatooh’s win gave the Mustangs their
first win. But UC-Irvine never relinquished their lead, extending it
to 34 after the Mustangs spotted UC-Irvine nine more points be
cause Irvine doesn’t field a diving team.
UC-Irvine, which in five of the events had both first and secondplace finishes, won the last five races to give them their lop-sided
victory. It was the second time this season the Mustangs have
swam against UC-Irvine. Cal Poly finished ahead of the Anteaters
in UC-Irvine’s nine-team invitational meet last month. The two
teams will see each other again in the Conference Championships
at Long Beach Feb. 16.

More football recruits sign for next fall

Men's basketball
Sacram ento State guard
Damond Edwards scored 10
points in a decisive 17-5 run in
the second half to break a 46-46
tie. The run gave the Hornets the
cushion they needed after a close
struggle.
The M ustangs, playing
without injured freshman center
Chris Ott, were lacking in height
and weight throughout the night.
Senior forward Scott Kjellesvig
played, but was hampered by a
hyperextended arm injury.
Sophomore forward Damien
Levesque continued his stellar
play, scoring 20 points and grab
bing nine rebounds. Levesque
has scored in double-figures in
the last nine games. Senior for-
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^ca ro m e n fo State s Deon Amos scores two of his 10 points on this twohanded slam dunk / Daily photo by L. Scott Robinson.

Football Coach Andre Patterson recruited three defensive backs
and three offensive linemen last 'Thursday, the first day of the foot
ball signing period for graduating high school students.
Patterson must replace an offensive line that has lost ail five
starters, along with shoring up a defensive secondary which gave
up the most passing yards in the American West Conference last
season.
Cal Poly signed a total of 15 players — all from California —
which, in addition to the 12 transfer students the Mustangs signed
in December, will give them 27 new recruits.
Of the most recent recruits, three are junior college transfers in
cluding Brad Welch, a 6-foot, 4-inch, 310-pound offensive lineman
from Delta Community College in Stockton.
Other recruits topping the list include 'Trevor Agnitsch, a 6-foot,
1-inch, 186-pound quarterback out of Benicia High School. The first
team All-Contra Costa County selection was also recruited by
UCLA and Utah, and defensive tackle Delon Craft, who at 6-foot,
8-inches and 260 pounds, will be one of the biggest defensive
lineman for Cal Poly.
'The rest of the recruits including their current schools:
-John Brumfield, defensive back, 6-1, 190, Laney Junior Col
lege, Oakland.
-Kaaron Conwright, wide receiver, 5-8, 155,
Westechester High School, Inglewood.
See PRESSBOX, page 10

